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The experts at the dead letter office
in Washington received a letter which
has apparently mystified every post
master who had undertaken to deci
pher its address. Following the super
scription “Mr. George Robinson” was a
picture of four dice, underneath which
was a picture of what looked like a
houseboat, a can of tomatoes and a
hand saw. In an instant an expert in
the office wrote out the complete ad
dress—“Mr. George Robinson, Fordyce,
Arkan sas. ’ ’—H allowell Register.

Postage Stamp Tongue
A number of ailments, some of them
extremely dangerous, are comprised
under the general head of “postage
stamp tongue,” said a physician. “Pos
tage stamp tongue,” in a word, is any
disorder contracted from tha licking of
postage stamps.
“Three or four persons a week visit
me with postage stamp tongues. They
have a throat trouble, or a skin disease,
or a pulmonary complaint, brought on
by the reckless habit of stamp licking,
“A stamp should never be licked, as
its gummed surface is always squirm
ing and pulsating with germs. If any
licking is to be done, apply it to the
porner of the envelope where the stamp
goes, for there the germs are apt to be
sparser.
To be safe, though, the tongue should
never be applied to either envelope orj
stamp, but a damp sponge used in its
stead,”—Philadelphia Bulletin.

Bread Upon the Waters
A tender and sweetly pathetic inci
dent that might furnish inspiration for
a great artist and partake of national
signifficance in the eyes of compassion
ate humanity, when the San Francisco
tragedy becomes recorded in the world’s
history, was a scene enacted at the York
County National Bank in York, Maine,
May 1, 1906.
A number of little tots ranging in
ages from five to eleven years, filed
quietly into the bank and tiptoed softly
up to the cashier’s wicket. They were
all so small that the head of the tallest
scarcely reached to the counter’s level.
They were children from the Lucas
Home for homeless orphans in York.
With some embarassment and nu
merous nudgings and whisperings, the
spokesman of the little party passed
in to the cashier, and handed him a
little handful of coppers, finally suc
ceeded* in explaining that the money
represented all of their combined sav
ings, which they wished sent to the
poor homeless folks in San Francisco.
For an instant not a word was spoken.
Cashier Bragdon swallowed hard to
keep down a big lump in his throat,
and others in the bank turned away
with tear-dimmed eyes. Then the
cashier drew the money to him and
found there were just 46 cents. He
presented them with a receipt, and
away the little folks scampered out
into the bright world of sunshine.
Let those who have refused to give to
this great cause of humanity, with the
explanation that enough money Las
been subscribed for the purpose, pause
and reflect upon the contrast offered by
l?he picture of these homeless little ones
giving their all in aid of those who like
themselves by misfortune have been
rendered homeless.—Old York Trans
cript.
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Perhaps you may have been in some
old fashioned garden which had one or
more trees of odd shapes Into which
they had been cut and trained years
ago. When a number of such trees are
growin'g together the place is called a
topiary, and lately people who can af
ford the money have been contriving
topiaries in some parts of their
grounds.
We read about sculptured hedges of
yew In England as far back as the
times of the Tudors. But it was not
till the Dutch gardeners came over in
the reign of William III. that it be
came the practice to give curious
shapes to trees and shrubs scattered
over gardens or brought together into
a topiary. Various trees were used, but
chiefly yew and box.
The Dutch were fond of making fig
ures out of trees and so were the Ital
ians. At Savona a traveler tells us
that he saw a group representing the
flight of Joseph into Egypt formed of
variegated holly, box, myrtle, laurel
and cypress.
All such figures need attention to
keep them in order. Shrubs and trees
are formed Into curious shapes by the
help of wires, and much trimming or
twisting of the shoots is needed at first.
A young tree, therefore, representing a
peacock or some other bird will cost
a considerable sum. Figures of men,
horses, bears, dogs and various ani
mals, including dragons, are other ob
jects of topiary art, as well as letters
of the alphabet, triangles and bowls.
One of the finest topiaries in England
is in the grounds of Levens Hall, West
moreland, and another at Elvaston
Castle, Derbyshire.
Perhaps as notable as any of the to
piaries In this country is that on the
Hunnewell estate in Massachusetts.

The Costliest Canes.

“A single joint malacca cane will al
ways fetch from $400 to $500,” said the
dealer.
“Why?”
“Because malacca hardly ever grows
with enough space between the joints
to make a single joint stick; Usually
the joints are not more than a foot
apart. When you find in Singapore—
that is where malacca comes from—a
piece of malacca with the joints five
feet apart, so that it will make a single
joint stick, come to me, and I will give
you $500 for it. Malacca sticks with
the joints three feet apart are worth
$30 or $40. Snakewood sticks, if they
are marked well—snakewood comes
from British Guiana—are worth $40 or
$50. A yellow ebony stick — ebony
comes to us in logs from Ceylon and
Mauritius—is worth $20 or $25. Wanghee, from China, makes an excellent
and costly stick. A perfect wanghee
is worth $20.”—St. Louis Globe-Demo
crat
j

AMERICAN GATEWAYS.
Picturesque Typical Structures
Massive Logs.

“On my ship,” said the captain, “the
stewards, the first day out, go to every
passenger and show just how the life
preservers are put on.
' “The steward first says:
“ ‘Excuse me, sir, but do you know
how to manipulate a life preserver?’
“‘Why, yes; I suppose so,’ the pas
senger replies.
“ ‘Then, sir, if you please,’ says the
. steward, getting a preserver down.
And he hands it to the passenger to
put on.
“The passenger, nine times out of ten,
either puts the life preserver on wrong
or can’t put it on at all. So the stew
ard shows him how to do it. He is im
pressed and grateful.
“The life preservers, in a shipwreck,
would be of little use, for nearly all
the passengers would be unable to get
into them. There should be a maritime
-law requiring a passengers’ drill with
the preservers every voyage, so that
each passenger in a catastrophe would
know how to save himself with the
means placed at his disposal. As
things are now, there might as well be
no life preservers on ships.”—Philadel
phia Bulletin.

of

. In suburban New York and Philadel
phia substantial gateways with posts
of stone are roofed with rustic work.
This is a typical form of gateway in
Japan. Among the most curious of
typical American gateways, fashioned
after the roofed entrances of the Japa
nese, are those formed of rustic logs
arranged in groups to form massive
posts of cabin and tent-like structure
says Floral Life. The famous “Daniel
Boone gateway” Is especially effective.
It is formed of a number of logs of
graduated length set upright, like the
palisaded forts built by our pioneers.
The so called “oriental gateway of
Simon Kenton” has its portal con
structed after the fashion of a log
cabin with the broad front doorways
showing one of corresponding breadth
at the back, and the driveway passing
directly through the structure. The
“Davy Crockett gateway” is more sim
ple In design, being composed of single
log posts —thick, heavy logs covered
with rough bark—and similar logs for
roofing and supporting an “old farm
bell.”
For a broad driveway the log con
structed gate posts are set far apart,
and heavy logs form the connecting
gates. The crude fastening of gate to
post by quaint log hinges is typical of
old time makeshifts, as well as of sim
ple and practical oriental construction.

Persian Peasants.

There is probably no peasantry in
the world so ground down as the Per
sian. The agricultural laborer there,
as in China, never tries to ameliorate
his condition for the simple reason that
if he earns more more is taken away
from him by the rulers of the land.
The general condition of the laboring
classes, however, does not seem to be
so bad as might be supposed. In a
country SO vast (550,000 square miles)
and so thinly populated (5,500,000 in
all) a small and sufficient supply of
food is easily raised, especially with
such prolific soil at the command of
the poorest. At Shiraz there are two
harvests in the year. The seifi, sowed
in summer and reaped in autumn, con
sists of rice, cotton, Indian corn and
garden produce, and the tchatoi is
sowed in October and November and
reaped from May till July. This is ex
clusively wheat and barley. Here also
grow grapes, oranges and pomegran
ates, for which latter Shiraz is famed
The Color of Flames.

You have often noticed the many
tinted bars and bands that rise in the
shape of “forked tongues of flames”
from wood burning in the grate. It is
ten to one, however, that you never
have thought to figure on the cause of
the variegated hues presented by
flames. To bring the matter quickly
to the point, we will say that the many
colors are the result of combustion
among the -different elements of the
wood. The light blue is from the hy
drogen and the white from the carbon;
the violet Is from the manganese, the
Notable Carnations.
red from the magnesia and the yellow
Notable at the Boston exhibition of from the soda, which are constituent
the American Carnation society was parts of the wood.
The First Man Dressmaker.

As far back as 1730there was in
Paris a man dressmaker, probably
the first of his kind. His name was
Rhomberg, and he was the son of a
Bavarian peasant from the neighbor
hood of Munich. He owed his success
to his genius for concealing and reme
dying defects of figure. He drove a
beautiful carriage on the boulevard
•nd had an escutcheon in the shape
of a pair of corsets and an open pair
of scissors painted on the panel of each
door.. He left a large fortune to his
heirs.

ELSA STUBS CASSATIONS.

Elsa Stuss (an Illustration of which is
here reproduced from Gardening), the
winner of the Lawson gold medal.
Mrs. C. W. Ward carried off the sli
ver medal of the Society of American
Florists and Winsome received a cer
tificate of merit.
ROSE

LEAVES

The surface of the rose bed should
never be allowed to grow hard or bake,
but after every rain be loosened with
a forked hoe a few Inches to form a
dirt mulch and at the same time to
keep down the weeds.
The pruning of tea roses begin#
about the second week in April and
planting toward the end of the month.
Practically south of the Potomac and
Ohio rivers tea roses are hardy, free
and long lived. They make the finest
ever blooming plants In nature for
southern outdoor gardens.
The hybrid teas are the roses for the
amateur, for from them one may cut
blooms every day from June to No
vember.
If you would have perfect roses in
profusion it Is Imperatively necessary
that you feed your plants well. Noth
ing in the line of fertilizers suits them
so well as old, thoroughly rotted cow
manure—that which is black and crum
bles readily.

GREAT PROSPERITY.
Evidences From Secretary Wilson’«
Annual Report.

A RISING PROFESSION.
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SOCIETIES.

I

Street Railroading;’« Opportunities
and Seme of4-Its Successes.
niiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHmiiHiiiimnmiiiiic

Street railroading has- grown to be
one of the important modern profes W. R. Corps: Meetings every other Thnra
evening in G. A. R., Hall. Mary Cassidy
sions. Less than twenty years have day
president.
passed since Richmond, Va., gave the
Pythian Sisterhood : Meeting»- held every
first practical demonstration of the su other
Tuesday evening In Pythian Hall. Mra.
periority of the trolley car over the George Patterson, C. Cold time horse car, - yet today the buzz Daughters of Rebekah: Meetings heldthe
of the “people’s automobile” is heard first and third Saturday evenings In Odd Fel
throughout the land, attracting not only lows’Hall. Rachel Somers, N. G.
millions of suburban travelers, but also
York Lodge, No.22, F. &. A. M.: Geo. A.
thousands of men seeking a chance to Gilpatrick,
secretary. Meets on or before the
climb the ladder of success.
full moon each month. Murray Chapter meets
For the fact is th.at street railroading Monday following full moon. St. Arnaud Com
is a business with rare opportunities. mandery meets second Thursday each month.
The man of humble birth has just as Salus Lodge, No. 156, I. O. G. T.: Meets
good a chance to rise in it as his more every Tuesday evening in their hall on Main
fortunate neighbor, though, as in other street.
professions, the well educated man is Wawa Tribe, No. 19; I. O. R. M.: Meets
likely to get along fastest. Oren Root, every Wednesday evening.
•
nephew of the secretary of state, for Iona Council, No. 17, D. of I’., 1. O. R. M
instance, who entered the business Meets on every Monday sleep at the 8th run,
eight years ago after his graduation setting of the suit, in Red Men’s hall, Clark’s
The Cow and the Hen.
No crop but corn produces the income from college, is now general manager Block, on Lower Main street.
that the dairy cow does. The estimate of the big Metropolitan system in New Myrtle Lodge, No. 19, K. of P.: Meets
of the value of dairy products for 1905 York city. But there are equally nota every Friday evening in K. of P. Hal!, Main
reaches $665,000,000. The farmer’s hen ble* examples of the rise of less favored Street.
competes for precedence with wheat, men. Richard T. Laflin, general man Earnest Lodge, No. 55,1. O. G. T.: Regul
poultry products aggregating $500,000,- ager of the street car system In Ma ar meetings held in their hall every Wednes
nila, started not many years ago as day* evening at 7.30 o’clock.
000 in value.
conductor on one of the suburban lines Pine Tree Encampment, JNq, .29. Meets
Stupendous Farm Wealth.
and fourth Wednesday of the month at
The wealth production on farms in of the Boston Elevated Railway com second
Odd Fellows’ hall, at 7.45 p. m. Alfred N.
1905 has reached the highest amount pany. The president of the rapid tran Babb, C. P..
ever attained by the farmer of this or sit system in New Orleans, E. C. Fos Mousam Lodge, No. 26, I. O. O. F. Meets
any other country, “a stupendous ag ter, some years ago drove a horse car every Thursday night at Odd Fellows hall, at
gregate of results of brain and muscle between Lynn and Boston. Hugh J. 7-45 p. m. Alfred N. Eabb, N.G.
and machine,” amounting in value to McGowan, president of the street car
$6,415,000,000, an excess over last year lines of Cincinnati and Indianapolis, is
CHURCH SERVICES.
of $256,000,000. The wealth prdduced another magnate who has risen from
the
ranks,
and
a
very
notable
case
Is
on farms in 1905 exceeds that of 1904 ■
Baptist Church. Main,Street.
by 4 per cent, that of 1903 by 8. per that of P. S Sullivan, président of the
REV. H. L. HANSON.
cent and that shown by the census fig-, Massachusetts Electric companies, who
Sunday: 10 30 a. m. Preaching Service.
also
began
at
the
bottom
of
the
ladder.
ures for 1899 by 36 per cent. Should
11.30 a. m. Bible School.
there be no relapse from his present In Boston particularly, as strangers
6.15 p.m. Young People’s Meeting
position as a wealth producer three generally notice, the transportation
7.00 p. m. Prayer Meeting.
years hence the farmer will find that system attracts on the whole perhaps Monday: 7.30 p.m. Young People’s Meeting.
the
finest
set
of
men
to
be
found
in
the farming element, about 35 per cent
Wednesday: 7.30 p. m.
Praise and Prayer
of the population, has produced an public service anywhere. In the first
Meeting. |
amount of wealth within ten years place, as sobriety and honesty are Covenant Meeting last Friday evening in
month.equal to one-half of the entire national prime qualifications and inexperience
is no drawback, the Boston Elevated
Unitarian Church. Main Street.
wealth produced in three centuries.
company gets the pick of the rising
REV. F. R. LEWIS.
generation in the country to the north Sunday. 10.30 a.m. Preaching Service.
EARLY RHUBARB.
of the Puritan capital, and, on the oth
12.00 m. Sunday School.
7.00 p. m. Evening Service.
A Profitable Crop at a Time When er hand, the outdoor life as well as the
opportunities to reach lucrative posi
Congregational CHtiRCH-rDane Street.
Green Stuff Is Scarce.
rev. a. c. fultOn.
It will be found an advantage to tions draw many well educated young
place over stalks of rhubarb the,cover men and others who have abandoned Sunday: 10.30 a.m. Preaching Service.
ing to be used for forcing minus the the overrun professions. The company
12.00 m. Sunday School.
7-00 p. m. Evening Service.
glass or heating manure. Barrels of has among its employees a poet of
more
than
local
reputation,
a
play

Wednesday: 7.30 p.m. Prayer Meeting.
any sort or boxes will serve the pur
pose. Some light mulch may be thrown wright who courts the dramatic muse
Methodist Church. Saco Road.
about their base and boards placed on between trips, a former editorial man
REV. WILBUR F. HOLMES.
ager
of
a
publishing
house
and
a
musi

the top. This will somewhat protect
a.m. Junior League.
cian who was formerly a member of a Sunday: 11.00
2.00 p. m. Preaching Service.
well known band.
3.00 p. m. Bible School.
These Boston examples, which are no
7.00 p. m. Evening Services.
doubt typical of those to be found In Monday: 7.30p.m. Epworth League.
every, big city, go to show how attrac Wednesday: 7.30 p.m. Prayer Meeting.
tive a calling the street railroading is Friday: 7.30 p.m. Class Meeting.
nowadays to men of intelligence and
Christian Scientist.
good habits.
Boom 8, Ross Block, Main Street?

The secretary of agriculture in his
annual report says that a year of un
equaled prosperity has been added to
the most remarkable series of similar
years that have come to the farmers ot
this country. Farm crops have never be
fore been harvested at such a high gen
eral level of production and value. Corn
has reached its highest production, over
2,700,000,000 bushels, of a total estimat
ed value of $1,216,000,000. Hay comes
second, with a value of $605,000,000.
Cotton is expected to yield $575,000,000.
The short wheat crop of last year is fol
lowed by one of 684,000,000 bushels,
and its value, $525,000,000, overtops the
highest value ever* before reached.
While only one crop—corn—reached its
highest production this year, four crops
—corn, hay, wheat and rice—reached
their highest value.

The Trade In Dried File«.

BHUBABB BOXED AND BANKED.

the soil from severe freezing about the
roots and permit operations earlier in
the spring.
In forcing rhubarb in the spring 1
have used with best results a box built
as shown in the cut, says a writer in
Farm, Field and Fireside. For a cov
ering window sash with glass may be
used or heavy plant bed cloth.
Early in the spring before the ground
thaws the boxes are placed over the
plants if this has not been done the
fall preceding. Fresh horse manure
should be banked about the boxes to
furnish heat. This bank should be a
little more than flush with the top of
the boxes to allow, for settling. As
soon as the soil inside of the boxes be
gins to thaw it should be worked with
a digging fork, continuing until the
earth is loosened up about the roots,
when a stimulating fertilizer or chicken
droppings should be worked into the
soil. As soon as the plant begins
growth water should be abundantly
supplied, together'with ventilation by
lifting - the sash as the air grows
warmer.
Care of Stock.

The care of stock ;takes precedence of
other kinds of work at this season.
The animals are now In their winter
quarters and wholly dependent on the
owner or caretaker. Their present con
dition and future usefulness will large
ly correspond with the carefulness and
good judgment exercised in their favor
during the coming few months. Com
fortable stables, judicious feeding and
kindly treatment are things that will
Doctor« and Solemnity.
pay
right along.—American Cultivator.
The days are past when every self
respecting doctor was expected to dress
in a style tastefully blending the di
NEWS NOTES
vine with the undertaker. But a “sus
tained and impenetrable solemnity” is
The bureau of soils has on file at
still a priceless possession for those
who would achieve success in medi the present time requests for the map
cine, If this Is a natural gift, so much ping of 215 counties located in forty
the better; if not, it should be acquired states and territories and aggregating
at any cost.—British Medical Journal. upward of 150,000 Square miles.
The department of agriculture re
For It« Vocabulary’s Sake.
ports its production of a- “very excel
“Indirectly, more forcibly sometimes lent variety of sweet orange—a large
than directly,” said a senator, “a man round blood orange nearly seedless.”
may be accused.”
Winter barley, known as Tennessee
“Thus a good woman of Cincinnati Winter, has .been Introduced into north
called her cook one morning and said: ern latitudes and acclimated as far
“ ‘Mary, come and take the parrot north as Kansas. It is claimed to
out of the bedroom at once. The mas yield much better than spring barley,
ter has lost his collar button.’ ”
besides furnishing winter pasturage
under some conditions.
The Difference.
Mr. Wholesale — Want a job, eh? * Secretary Wilson In his annual re
What can you do? Applicant—Noth port again praises the new citrus fruits
ing. Mr. Wholesale — Say, you don’t produced by the department scientists,
want a “job.” What you want is a* especially the hybrid hardy orange to
Which the name of citrange has_been
“position.”—New York Press.
given. .
Threatened first'by bicycle, then trol
The Way of the Law.
A man who goes to law may not be ley car and automobile, horses on farms
in the poor suitor class when he starts, have gone right on increasing in value.
but is liable to be before he finishes.— According to latest figures, they were
worth last winter $1,200,000,000, and
Washington Star.
their number was over 17,000,000.
Who rises every time he falls will Mules also are steadily increasing and
are worth $252,000,000.
sometimes rise to stay.—Morris.

Sunday Services at 10.45. a. m.
Subjects and sermons copyrighted by the Rev
Mary Baker Eddy.
M. E. Church, West Kennebunk.

A curious lawsuit came up in a Lon
don court recently which Involved a
REV. WILBUR F. HOLMES.
balance against a corn dealer of 4
shillings “for dried flies.” “What on Sunday; 10 30 a. m. Preaching Service.
a. m. Sunday School.
earth do you do with them?” asked the Tuesday: 11.45
7.30 p.m. Prayer Meeting.
astonished judge.
Friday: 7.30 p. m. Class Meeting at Miss V
“They are used in the making of
W. Cousens.
chicken food,” replied the plaintiff. He
C
atholic
Services. Mousam Hall, Main St
explained that. a bag of eighty-one
REV. J. O. CA8AVANT.
pounds of dried flies was supplied to
the defendant at eightpence a pound, Services every First Sunday at 9.30 a. mand according to the custom of the
trade the gross weight was charged
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
for.
The defendant contended that he
Miss Ella A. Clarke, Librarian.
ought to pay only for the net weight.
Library Hours. Monday, Wednesday
and
“You surprise me when you talk
Saturday '■evenings, from 7 to 8 o’clock
about eighty-one' pounds of dried flies
Saturday afternoons from 2.30 to 4,00 o’clock
Wednesday afternoon 3 to 5 o’clock for
in bulk,”' said the judge. “Where do
reference.
you find all these flies?”
“They.are imported.”
“Where from?”
Mail Arrivals & Departures.
“America.”
E. A. Fairfield, Postmaster.
It is an export trade that deserves
encouragement.
Mail eloses for the West at 7.30,9.00 a, m.; 1.00
Tlie Value of Dead Leaves.

According to tests recently made in
France, dead leaves possess a higher
value as fertilizers for the land than
ordinary manure. They are extensive
ly used by the market gardeners about
the city of Nantes. Pear leaves rank
the highest in nitrogenous content, oak
leaves come next, and the leaves of
vines stand lowest in value. Experi
ments have shown- that forty-four
pounds of pear leaves, eighty pounds
of poplar leaves, fifty-one pounds of
peach leaves, eighty-two pounds of elm
leaves and eighty-three pounds of lo
cust leaves are respectively equivalent
in nitrogenous content to a hundred
pounds of ordinary manure. Vine
leaves alone are less valuable than ma
nure.
Spelling Reform.

The Rochesterian, writing in the Post
Express of the proposed labor saving
spelling, suggests complications. “There
are two words which are pronounced
pretty much alike, ‘through’ and
‘threw,’ and suppose one should ask as
to a certain person reduced to misery,
‘How did he come to grief?’ The an»
ewer might be in the sententious fash
ton of the time, ‘Through fits’ or
Threw fits.’ In the one case it would
be plain that he was subject to serious
sudden seizures; in the other'it would
be understood that he was given to
fantastic exhibitions of folly. But if
one answered the anxious questioner
in the reformed style, ‘Thru fits,’ he
would be no whit the wiser.”
A State’s Coat of Arms.

The flag of the United States may
aot be used for advertising purposes,
neither may the coats of arms of the
several states, according to a decision
if the court of appeals of the District
pf Columbia on an appeal taken by
3ahn, Belt & Co. of Baltimore from the
leclsion of the commissioner of pat
ants refusing to register a trademark
containing the coat of arms of the
state of Maryland. The opinion was
written by Justice McComas.—Wash
ington Star.
.
\

4.00 and 6.35 p. m.
Mail closes for the East at 9.00, 10.45 a. m.; 3.35
and 6.45 p. m.
Mails close for Kennebunkport 9.00 a. m.
6.35 p. m.
Mail closes for Sanford 9.10 and 7.10 p. m.
Mails open from the West at 8.20, 9.45 and 11.40
a. m.; 4.40 and 7.40 p. m.
Malls open from the East at 8.20 and 9.55 a. m.;
1,38 and 4.40 p. m. “**
Mails open from Kennebunkport at 9.45 a. m.
and 4.40 p. m.
Mails-open from Sanford at 9.15 a. m. and 6.40
p. m.
Office Hours: 7.15 a. m. to 8.00 p. m.

Fire Alarm System.
23
25
27
34
36
38
41

Corner Brown and Swan Streets
York Street, near residence of O. W. Clark
Comer High and Cross Streets.
Corner Main and Storer Streets.
Junction Storer and Fletehbr Streets
Junction Main and Fletcher Streets.
Corner Summer and Park Streets.

43 Boston and Maine Station. •
45 Corner Park and Grove Streets.
tl Leather Board
1 Continuous Blast, Paper Ml 1
3 Blasts, Engineers Signal
ALL OUT—Two blasts.

On the pole near the fire alarm box Is a small
box with a glass front, containing the key. To
ring in an alarm, break the glass, open the fire
alarm box, pull down the lever, and releasing
it, let it fly back.
The alarm consists of four rounds of the box
number.

School Signals.
Two blasts at 8 a. m. will mean no school in
the lower grades—meaning the Intermediate
and Primary Schools.
The same signal at 11 a. m. will mean either
one session, or no school in the afternoon.
Three blasts at 8. a- m. will mean no school in
all the schools—when sojipded at 11 a. m.ltwiU
mean either one session in . the schools-or no
school in the afternoonOne session will mean that school wll) keep
until 1 o’clock-r-except in the primary grades
and they left to the judgment of th« teachers

HUNTING A GAS LEAK.
How to Look For One and Prevent
Serious Damage.

MEADOW ROAD WORK
DETAILS OF A SUCCESSFUL EXPERI
MENT IN NEW JERSEY.

TO AID MAIL CARRIERS.
Appeal of Illinois Postmistress For
Improved Highways.

bars. He was talked to in the plainest
English. Mr. Nervely talked in a loud
vo ce. He conveyed the idea that he
owned the earth. When he had tired
himself out and was taking a rest
Jose quietly asked:
“Am I, then, to understand that my
services are no longer required?”
“Of course yoii are.”
“But about this strike?”
“I can settle It without your help.”
“And as to what I may do with my
band?”
. “Poof! Look here, my man, let me
give you a pointer: Don’t come mon
keying around here unless you are
aching to get hurt. If the law won’t
protect us we will protect ourselves.
Do you savey?”
The outlaw did. He bowed and smil
ed and took his departure. It was a
cold bluff, and he meant to. call it when
the proper time came.
“Do you think he will try to make us
trouble?” asked the president of the
superintendent when Jose had depart
ed.
“Sure to.”
“I don’t. I think I bluffed him out.
However; there are the muskets.”
“And not a cartridge for one of
them.”
“Cartridges are awfully expensive. I
think that empty muskets will do th©
trick. Nothing like a bluff if. you rub
it in hard enough.”
The strike had lasted four days, with
alt quiet around the mine, when Jose
Favara rode up. It was early in the
morning, and President Nervely was.
eating a picnic breakfast. The outlaw
had thirty men with him, and each and
every one had a business look about
him.
“When the senor is quite through
with breakfast I should like to see
him,” was the message sent to the
magnate.
Ten minutes later he appeared and
ordered the outlaw to go way back and
sit down. He was seized, bound and
carried off among the mountains. He
called for help, but there was no help.
He yelled “Police!” “Fire!” and “Mur
der!” by turns, but the staff left be
hind numbered only five men, and they
had no cartridges.
An hour later President Nervely was
at the outlaw’s headquarters. Two
hours later he had got over bluffing and
was inditing a telegram to a New York
banker. The telegram asked for $10,000. The money was forwarded to a
town designated, and a week after the
abduction it was in the hands of Jose
Favara, and President Nervely was set
free within half a mile of the mine to
find his way in. At the hour of his ar
rival the strike was called off.
“Didn’t I tell you what the man could
do?” asked the superintendent as the
president came staggering in.
“Yes, but I thought he could be bluffH*has taken $10,000 out of me.
We must
way to charge It
up to machinery orrebkltS^L^

Postmistress Etta M. Purdue of Mar
shall, Ill., makes a public appeal for
good roads for the carriers in that vi
How an Engineer Built a Highway cinity, says the Motor News. She says:
That Was Topped Several Times by
“The rural resident is entitled to his
FOR LOCAL .MARKET.
Storm Tides, but Withstood Them mail six days in the week, and the
Splendidly.
carrier or his substitute will leave the
A. Fancy Article In Home Grown
Peaches a Good Seller.
Stillwell H. Townsend, the engineer postoffice every one of those days to
The New Yorker silver mine, locat
serve him. Whether or not he gets
There is an opportunity for fruit
who was asked by the board of free around depends wholly upon the rural ed in Mexico, but owned and worked
growers in many localities near large
holders of Cape May county, N. J., to resident. If the roads be not in good by Americans, had been in running or
towns and cities not of the first class
prepare plans for the building of a condition he will be that much slower, der a year before Jose Favara put in
to supply to the home market and to
state aid road across the meadow from and if they be Impassable he cannot an appearance. He had been heard of,
hosts of suburban villages and smaller
Rio Grande to Holly Beach, thus tells , make his trip at all. See to it now that however. He was known as a cattle
towns within a radius of a few miles
in the Good Roads Magazine how the the roads are in good condition for the stealer, a claim jumper and a genera]
new road was constructed:
the peaches that now come from city
.spring. A bad stretch of road three outlaw, and it was the popular belief
As we had no thought of elevating miles this side may cut the ruralite off. that he stood in with the police. At
dealers and large orchards at a dis
above storm tides, the prominent idea
“If the carrier can’t cross that road any rate, they had not interfered with
tance. These are good markets for a
to be kept in view was the use of ma he can’t deliver his mall. So watch the his operations to any éxtent, and he
fancy article, and a home grown ar
terials that would stand the wash. The roads on both sides. If a bridge should walked the streets of the town as free
ticle appeals to them in an especial
route to be followed had been aban= be washed out, don’t wait two or three as any other man. One day Jose apmanner. It has an anchorage on them
doned about fifteen years. Previous to days, but notify the road boss at once. i péared at- the mine. He walked
which far overbalances any lack of
that time it had been used for a few In Clark county, Ill., a stretch of road straight to the superintendent’s office
color. And why? Simply because
years as a means of travel to and from on one of the routes was washed put and, doffing his hat, said:
home grown fruit is better than a
the Five Mile beach. When this was and was left in bad shape In spite of
“Señor Barnes, I beg you to excuse
built about one half of the distance the entreaties of the carrier. Then he me. My name is Jose Favara. I
was laid crosswise with cedar slabs, refused to travel it any longer, and should have called on you weeks ago,
the other half with small poles and the Indignant patrons reported him to but have been busy in other directions.
then a very light coat of upland soil.
the postoffice department.
I am now here to do business with
As a means of securing a foundation
“An inspector was sent to look at you.”
large gum tre^s, with two opposite the road, with the result -that that por
“Well, what is your business?” que
sides flattened, were laid lengthwise. tion was cut out entirely for good. ried the superintendent, although he
One was placed in the center, the other Look out that each one keeps up his had a pretty fair idea of it
two about under the wheel, ruts. Across share of „road, and the carrier will do
“To arrange to draw my monthly sal
these were laid poles about three inches the rest.”"
ary, señor.”
in diameter at the small end, the space“For performing what services?”
between the stringers having first been BENEFITS IN GOOD ROADS.
“For leaving your mine in peace.”
filled with mud. Over the ends of the
“
In other words, you mean to levy
poles at each side were placed curb Suggestions For Rural Communities
tribute on us?”
to Obtain Them.
planks 2 by 6 Inches. These planks
“The señor hits the nail on the head
were securely fastened, edge up, to
Organize good road clubs. Get ev
BUSHED OF ELBERTAS.
at
the first blow. My terms are $200
cedar
piles
driven
six
feet
into
the
ery association of business men, farm
[“The business peach.” — Rural New
How to Keep Guns In Good Shape. meadow and projecting four feet above ers, every newspaper, to push along per month in cash. I shall call for it
Yorker.]
myself. If accepted you will be under
In caring for guns they must have
shipped article. It is better because attention occasionally throughout the the planks. These same planks were the good roads movement. There are my protection. If not”—
placed
eight
feet
from
the
center
line,
few
other
things
more
Important
to
it can be placed on the consumer’s ta- i entire year, says a correspondent of
' “You will make trouble for us?”
ble within a few hours of the time it Outing. I take it-for granted that your thus giving us a sixteen foot driveway. the people of agricultural communities
“The Señor Barnes hits the nail
A
mud
bank
was
carefully
thrown
up

and
rural
towns
than
the
good
roads
leaves the trees. .Consequently it is | gun gets a good cleaning every time it
again. I like to do business with an
on
each
side
against
the
outside
of
the
proposition,
says
D.
M.
Carr
In
Home
thoroughly ripened on the tree and a , is used, but this won’t do for gun
Americano.^1
full degree of perfection is attained. ) preservation for all times. Get some plants and thoroughly compacted. The Trade Advocate. It is something that
Jose Favara was told that he would
The trade quickly recognizes these.! one of the popular gun oils or grease meadow grass grows through this, every good citizen should be interested have to wait a few days until his prop
making
it
more
secure.
A
line
of
mud
in.
It
is
a
question
of
the
greatest
facts. It is glad to pay for the extra |
(all of them are good) and with a soft about two feet wide was placed on the elements of economy. Good roads osition could be submitted to the pres
quality.
ident and board of directors in New
As to varieties a Jersey man who ' wiper coat the- inside of the barrel inside of the planks and compacted, throughout the farming districts of the York. He was agreeable. He went
grows successfully for local markets ! well, then dope the outside likewise thus making an almost water tight country mean millions upon millions away bowing and smiling, and Mr.
with an oiled rag and put the barrels trough. . The remaining space between of dollars yearly saved to the farmers.
says:
Barnes sat down and wrote a letter.
We place the Elberta head and shoul- j in the case without finger marks in the the curb planks was filled with upland They mean millions more in benefits to
The proposition was extortion pure
grease,
if
possible,
for
salt
perspiration
soli
to
a
level
with
the
outside
planks.
the
rural
towns.
Every
citizen
should
der above everything else. We have !
and simple. The authorities could be
been able to realize in the last three is a hungry , eater of steel. The stock Over this soil we used oyster shells, appoint himself a committee of one to appealed to, and would doubtless do
years about $1,000 per acre from the may be examined for scratches and three bushels to the square yard, 27,- work for the end to be attained by the something. Nevertheless the fact re
Elberta. That is ahead of the returns : these same repaired. The firing mech 000 bushels in all. Over the shells be co-operation of the national with state mained that Jose was a bigger man
from any other variety. It is a good, i anism should be well oiled and the fore they were ground up was spread governments in the road Improvement in that district than the authorities.
uniform peach and is used extensively j whole put away like the barrels, with a coat of good gravel. This gave us matter. .
Don’t be afraid to wrlto to your mem He could harry and harass. He could
for canning purposes. The Elberta Is i out finger marks if possible. But don’t an elevation of about fourteen inches
imagine
this
is
going
to
be
enough
of
above
the
highest
meadow
passed
over
ber
of congress, individually and col scare every peon out of the mine in
good if it stays on the tree until thor- I
and
above
tides
exceptv-cryccvere
care
for
ten
months
or
six
months
or
lectively,
and urge his support of the two weeks. He could capture every
oughly ripe. It vyill not stand picking |
mule and driver engaged in transport
a little earlier for shipping, but for i one month even, or you are likely to northeast storms. It has been topped proposdcrmeSsuFe for governmental ap ing the ore over the mountains. He
<rulL-»icked for the local market the i flud-a- sadly 5isfg’dred--»!ieotlng- iron "several times since it was completed propriation for the needed ImpTove.- “cblrlfi-do lots of things to make the sit
Elberta is good enough for any one. It j when next you look at it. Heat will by storm tides, but it has withstood ment. Talk good roads to your neigh uation unpleasant, and the superin
bor, join the people of your town in
is a good, sure cropper, a pretty thing run the grease off from some part or them beyond all expectations.
One mistake was made in not giving booming local improvement and urge tendent recommended that a ix-ontbly
other, dampness seems to have a way
to look at and a good seller.
of penetrating, the thickest oil, and if the road more crown before the shells your representative in the state legis salary be paid. He added that $200 per
these things happen rust is bound to were spread. I consider shells one of lature to give support to any legisla month was dog cheap.
THE NEW “MUMS.”
The president and his board looked
make blots on a finely finished surface.. the best materials that can be used on tion that has for its aim better roads
upon it' as a rather funny case, but fol
An Improved Victor Morel — Beatrice Spend an evening every other week at meadow roads, with just enough gravel for the farming districts.
Bathe and Massage Oranges.
lowed the advice of Mr. Barnes. From
to bind them together. They will thus
least looking over the guns.
May a Beauty.
“You can learn a thing or two about
that
time
on
for
two
years
Jose
Favara
withstand
any
amount
of
wash.
Expert
Supervision
Needed.
In looking over the new things we
A year ago last October we began
How to Waterproof Boots.
In many communities there exist an regularly appeared on the 10th of each fruit,” said the foreign fruit store
will give first place to the American
Put a pound of tallow and half a the rebuilding of the Beesley’s Point earnest desire for road improvement month and received his “salary.” clerk,' “by living in the country that
seedling Morton F. Plant. This made
during that time the peons would produces it. The natives generally
its first and almost its only appearance pound of resin in a pot on the fire; and Ocean City turnpike, 1.75 miles and a willingness to have the work go Twice
have
struck
for higher wages had he know best how to preserve and keep it
across
salt
meadow.
There
had
been
forward,
but
unfortunately
there
is
no
when
.melted
and
mixed
warm
the
at our own local show. An Improved
not
appeared
and threatened them fresh. Persons ordering fruit for
a
road
on
this
same
route
for
about
one available having sufficient knowl
V. Morel, but twice the size—at least boots and apply the hot stuff with a
with his vengeance. *A Mexican lawyer steamer parties often wonder why our
that I have ever seen Morel—and we painter’s brush until neither the sole twenty years. During that time all but edge of materials and how best to use discovered
he thought, was a flaw oranges look so fresh and bright. They
have in a few words a very good de nor the upper leather will suck in any 1,600 feet of it had been poled three them In building a modern road. The in the titlewhat
of
the
New Yorker and are willing to pay a good price just for
times.
Large
trees
had
been
cut
and
necessity
for
the
employment
of
men
scription of Morton F. Plant, with the more, says the New York Journal.
would have made cost and trouble had the tempting looks of the fruit. Well,
addition that the foliage and stem are If It is desired that the boots should laid lengthwise and poles nine feet having the necessary expert knowledge not
Jose sent him word that he was we bathe them and massage them just
immediately take a polish, melt an long laid across them, butting in the of how to properly construct a road or
a facsimile of Cclonel Appleton.
his scalp. It was conceded that as the Chinese do; that’s why. I have
Next on the list is Beatrice May, and ounce of wax with a teaspoonful of middle. In some places this construc pavement is becoming daily more ap after
the
outlaw
earned his wage.
lived in the Celestial Kingdom and got
tion
had
settled
four
feet
parent,
says
the
Good
Roads
Magazine.^
lampblack.
A
day
after
the
boots
she is certainly a beauty. This variety
In constructing this road only 1,875 The enormous waste in road construc Things were going on satisfactorily some valuable lessons from our almond
has developed one serious fault from have been treated with tallow and
my point of view, which is that she is resin rub over them this wax in tur feet were'repoled. This was done by tion and maintenance since the nation when the old president died and Mr. eyed cousins. * On a first class orange
altogether too modest and shy in the pentine, but not before the firev The placing six pine tree stringers length was established will be checked and Nervely was elected in his place. While plantation in China, when harvest time
producing of stock, making the dis exterior will then have a coat of wax wise and poles nine feet long cross universal good roads will result the dividends were large, Mr. Nervely comes, bamboo vessels filled with wa
semination slow and unsatisfactory. I alone and will shine like a mirror. wise over them, butting in the middle. through proper study and the conse wanted to increase them. He saw a ter are held under the orange trees,
had hoped to make some money out of Tallow or any other grease becomes We placed a double curb plank on each quent working out of efficient systems way to do it by lopping off and cutting and as the fruit falls from the branch
Beatrice, but in the language of the rancid and rots the stitching as well as side the entire length of the meadow of improvement in the different states. down. A cut of 10 per cent was made it goes into the water and gets a good
In wages and salaries, and the $200 per bath. An orange not treated this way
poet, “ ’Twas ever thus since child leather, but the resin gives it an anti road in the following manner: Curb
month to Jose Favara was cut off en loses its oil from having been sudden
hood’s hour, I’ve seen my fondest hopes septic quality which preserves the planks 2 by 6 inches were placed eight
Drink as an Aid to Good Roads.
feet each side of the center line, se
ly cut off, and it soon begins to grow
decay.” As a keeper this variety is whole.
The saloon is responsible for the tirely.
When Mr. Barnes wrote that this brown and shrivel. The Chinese coolies
curely fastened to cedar posts driven good roads of Jasper county, Mo.,
second to none. It kept for three
move
would
bring
trouble,
he
was
di

four feet into the old roadbed. Four which is the location of the Joplin min
How to Bleach Muslin.
brush the oranges to open the pores of
weeks on the plant in perfect condi
Muslin may be bleached by wetting feet beyond this curb (outside the old ing district, says the New York Amer rected to Srin his staff and fight When the skin and let the air in. This gets
tion. The way that Beatrice May fin
ished up with me last year is about as it thoroughly and then spreading it roadbed) were placed 2 by 18 inch curb ican. When the boom started there an he asked for rifles a dozen old con the dust all out and helps to preserve
near perfect as I ever expect to see a I out on the grass in the sun, says the planks, securely fastened to cedar immense number of saloons “followed demned Springfield muskets were sent them. California people learned the
white chrysanthemum.
St. Louis Republic. Repeat this as piles, driven eight feet into the mead the flag,” and the money received in him, but not a single cartridge. He trick from the Mongolian farmers
Perhaps the next best as an all round often as necessary, or try javelle wa ow and projecting four feet above the payment for licenses was spent in wrote for cartridges, but was answered there.”—New York Press.
variety in its color is Mrs. Hemy Par ter. This useful mixture is sold by top of the planks. The. inner posts and road improvement. As a result the that the president would soon take a
tridge. Red varieties are almost with most druggists, but it is not difficult outer piles were securely tied together; roads compare favorably with any in trip to Mexico in his private car and
Never Labored.
out exception prone to burn in bright to make and is much less expensive the four foot space between the curb Europe, and mine owner s are using au would visit the mine and give further
“Here’s a man,” said the defendant’s
sunlight, but Partridge will not damp when prepared at home.
plank was filled with mud and thor tomobiles in getting about their prop Instructions in person. Mr. Nervely counsel, with a treinulous voice, “here
had been known In trade as a hustler. is a man handicapped at the very be
one petal. Almost every one likes W.
Every laundress should use it, as it oughly compacted by ramming and aft erties. ,
As president of a silver mine he deter ginning of his life. From the time he
B. Church, but, so many complain of is very efficacious in keeping table er settling again filled and rammed.
mined to be a hummer.
its poor growth. Partridge will give linen and children’s white clothes free Before the road was finished these mud
lay a helpless infant in the cradle to
Jose Favara called,- as usual, on the this day, when he sits helpless under
you the Church color and in addition from fruit stains. ' A small teacupful banks were covered with gravel, thus
10th of a certain month to be told that the pressure of years and affliction, he
is a grand dwarf, stocky grower.
of the fluid added to a boiler of water making a splendid bicycle path on each
Good R.oad Notes
his salary was nix. He had been dis has labored under the name of Ishmael
Leslie P. Ward is one of the most will assist materially in keeping the side. The space between the inner
charged. Mr. Barnes entered into par Aminabad Skeets.”
beautiful combinations of color that I clothes white and will not injure them curb was fill’ed with upland soil and
State Engineer A. N. Johnson of Il ticulars with him, even to stating the He was about to say more when the
have seen, being old rose with golden in the least
after being thoroughly compacted stood
tips to the petals. It is an Australian
four inches In the center above the top linois is an advocate of the use of con probable date of the arrival of the plaintiff arose from her seat and shook
seedling.—C. H. Totty, Morris County,
president. Jose was impassive and a work worn forefinger in his direction.
How to Destroy Smell of Paint.
of the inner curb planks. These were vict labor In highway improvement.
N. J.
Paint smell, so injurious to health, is Set to grade. The road was then cov Cuyahoga county, O., claims the dis imperturbable. He smiled the same “I expected I was goin’ to hear
easily removed from a room by stand ered with 36,000 bushels of oyster tinction of having more improved old smiles and bowed' the same old Strange things in this court,” she cried,
Wild Flowers and Plants.
ing in it a pail of cold water contain shells, spread when the bed was not roads than any other county of the bows. He knew he had earned his with shrill indignation, “but I didn’t
“Let us go a-Maylng.”
money, but if he felt sore he gave no expect to hear such foolish talk as that!
ing
a large handful of hay or a cut up 1 too soft from rain or any other cause. same area in the United States.
The dainty wild arbutus is still in onion
It is proposed at Quincy, Ill., to work sign of it. He went away saying that There’s never been a day in his life
As
soon
as
the
shells
were
spread
a
or
two,
says
the
Washington
|
bloom.
of Buck Hill gravel was the prisoners in the county jail on the he might call again, and things went that Aminabad’s labored nor thought
Spring wood flowers are more plenti Star. The water alone would answer ! thin coat
over them. This was followed highways instead of supporting them on as usual for three weeks.
of laborin’. He’s the most shiftless,
ful during the month of May than at the purpose, but not so quickly as with spread
in Idleness at public expense.
Then President Nervely arrived. It lazy”—
by
a
1,500,
pound
roller,
making
the
the
addition
of
the
hay
or
onions.
any other time in the year.
Washington State Good Roads asso was twenty miles over tb the railroad, But she resumed her seat, owing to
Leave the pail in the room for some Shells and gravel into one compacted
Some of the wild flowers if trans hours,
ciation will urge the enforcement of and he had to make this distance on l sudden pressure from her relatives
and
then,
if
the
painty
smell
|
mass.
After
the
entire
length
had
planted bloom well in our gardens.
the law for utilizing convict labor on the back of a burro, but he made it.
Among these are the silenes, wild vio still lingers, throw away its contents, ■ been covered in tms manner It was the highways during the ensuing sear He arrived at the mine at 3 o’clock in tn the rear, and the counsel, a little
flushed, went on in a somewhat differ
lets (Viola pedata is finest of all), trll- fill it as before and leave it to finish its again gone over with a second coat, son.
the afternoon. At 6 the peons came up ' ent strain.
making In all about five Inches of loose
liums, eypripediums ITiarella cordl- work.
The Oregon road commission js au from the shaft and announced that
gravel used on the shells.
folia), the tiny dwarf iris (Q. verna),
Only One Side of the Moon.
How to Use a Watch as a Compass.
One Inch above the top of the Inner thorized to build a macadam road from there was a strike qn.’ There were
wild columbine and many others.
To use a watch as a compass is a curb plank was placed a cedar plank Portland south to the California line. 400 of them. ’ Next morning Jose Fa Did you ever stop to consider the fact
Ferns are excellent for beautifying
use of convict labor is proposed vara appeared. He wanted to know that the inhabitants of this earth have
shady and dingy corners. Give them simple matter, says the Kansas City 2 by 6 Inches and fastened to the top The
never seen but one side of the moon
for
the
work and will probably be if his salary was to be restored.
of
the
posts
holding
the
lower
curb.
Journal.
Point
the
hour
hand
to
the
a light and well drained soil. Many
and to inquire the reasons why such
adopted.
President
Ñérvely
flattened
himself
sun,
and
the
south
is
exactly
half
way
When
the
heavy
storm
tides
sweep
native ferns are highly ornamental and
A proposition for building a boule that he was a fighter. If not an actual should be the case? The explanation Is
require only a little care in watering between the hour and the figure XII over the road some of the crown Is in
on the dial. For Instance, supposing it danger of being carried off. These vard from Baltimore to Washington is fighter, then he was a good bluffer. He this: The moon,makes one revolution
in the dry season.
is 4 o’clock. Point the hand indicating planks were placed there as . a protec being agitated. The idea is for proper had been bluffing for thirty years and In her axis in the same period of time
4 to the sun, and II on the dial plate is tion to the exposed side and to catch ty owners and automoblllsts to con had the art down pat. The miners «Vhich she consumes in revolving once
A Living Monument.
Ex-Governor Hogg, who died recent exactly south. Suppose it is 8 o’clock, what might otherwise go entirely off tribute and for the state and national inight strike, and be hanged to them. around the earth. Thus the same geo
ly In Houston, Tex., on the evening be then the figure X will show flue south. the road. So far this protecting cur> governments to' supply the deficiency They might be out for a week, but they graphical regions of the moon are al
and do the work of construction.
would then be tumbling over each oth ways toward us. One explanation usu
has answered the purpose.
fore his death talked at length of the
er
to get back. As for Jose Favara, he ally calls for another. Therefore it may
The
Manhattan
Commercial
club
of
How
to
Preserve
Your
Teeth.
In
building
meadow
roads
where
it
kind of monument he wished. “I want
When cleaning your teeth always is not, intended to elevate above the Manhattan, Kan., in order to encour- was an outlaw, a blackmailer, an ex not be out of place to remark that the
no monument of stone,” he said, “but
let iny children plant at the head of brush them with an up and down tides by filling it until all settling has I age improvement of roads leading into tortioner. Not another cent should he astronomers believe that the two mo
my grave a pecan tree, and when the movement and not sideways only, and been overcome the chief aim should 1 the city is offering prizes ranging from draw from the treasury. If he made tions so nearly coincide because the
tree shall bear let the pecans be given the back of the teeth should be brush be to use materials that will make a j $5 to $50 for the best piece of road one little move against the peace and moon is not a true globe, the earth’s
out among the plain people of Texas, ed even more carefully than the front, solid foundation, stand the wash and ! made with a drag. The judging of harmony of the New Yorker the maj Influence having elongated the lunar
so that they may plant them and make for it is there that tartar is most likely at the same, time not overload the | roads is to be made some time in April esty of the law would be invoked and world in the days when it was semlI or May.
be would find himself behind prison dquid er at least soft.
to accumulate.
meadow and cause It to settle.
Texas a land of trees.”
The folly of hunting for a leak in a
gas pipe with a lighted match is not so
much because of the danger of an ex
plosion as of other damage, as is shown
by the experience of a West Philadel
phia householder, says the Philadelphia
Record.
One or two small leaks were de
tected by going over all the pipes
and holding a lighted match to them.
The smell of gas ceased, but was re
placed a few hours later by the smell
of burning wood. Another visit to the
cellar showed a charred floor joist a lit
tle distance above a gas pipe. There
was no apparent cause for this until a
very close examination disclosed that
a tiny jet of gas was issuing from the
pipe beneath the beam. It was lighted,
but was so small as to be blue in color
and nearly invisible. It had been light
ed by the match used in the first in
vestigation, but had not been noticed.
“If that leak had happened to be in a
lead joint instead of an iron connec
tion,” said a gas man, “there would
probably have been work for the fire
department. The smallest possible jet
of lighted gas issuing through lead will
in time heat and melt the lead and
make the leak larger, until a big flame
is issuing. This may make a fire hours
later, in the dead of night or at a time
when no one is in the house. The only
proper way to look for these very small
leaks is to paint the suspected pipe
with a smooth soap lather. Just as in
the case of a bicycle tire the tiniest
leak will blow a bubble in the lather,
and there you are.”

NEIGHBORING
TOWNS
Items of Interest Gathered by Our
Several Correspondents

Cape Porpoise
Mrs. Louise Hutchins with her little
grandson have returned from Berlin
Mills, N. H., where they have been
spending the winter.
Miss Cassie McKenney entertained a
party of young friends one evening last
week,
Mr. and Mrs. Eben Whitaker of Bar
Harbor spent a part of last week with
Mrs. Whitaker’s father, Henry F. Huff
- Mrs. Kate Cutter of Westbrook is vis
iting her niece, Mrs. Louis Nelson.
Dana B. Cutter of Portsmouth, N. II.,
spent Sunday at .Loui s Nelson’s.

Wells Branch
Miss Harriet Goodwin who has been
spending the May vacation at her home
here returned to her studies at Somer
ville, Mass., Monday.
The ladies of the Free Baptist Soc iety
will hold a circle at C. N Fenderson’s
May 10
Mrs. E. R. Clark was in Biddeford
Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Littlefield have
been spending a few days at their cot
tage at Drake’s Island.

Kennebunk Landing
Mr. Mayo of Biddeford, and his pas
tor, Rev. Mr. Joselyn, held services at
the chapel Sunday. In spite of the
storm there was a large attendance at
both services.
Miss Bessie Crocker and Mrs. Clara
and Mrs. Ed. Kelley went to Biddeford
Saturday.
Mrs. Emma Crocker went to Somers
worth Friday to attend a ball. She re
turned Saturday evening.
Miss Lucy Simpson and Mrs. Chas.
McColloch returned to their homes
last week.
Mrs. Robert J. Jacobs is the guest of
her son,Chas. Jacobs.
Miss Mildred and Mina Fiske^GIe’
called from home jtf»»^y*j^expectedly
Saturdayjy—*^!?illness of their sister,
McgrCuive Bye of Massachusetts.
^- The farmers are all very busy.
Roy P. Kelley has been ill and unable
to attend school the past week. He is
now improving rapidly.

West Kennebunk

tages which have also been enlarged and
many improvements made upon the
same.
The Farmer’s Club met at the Hall
Monday evening May 7, and was ad
journed to meet with Mr. and Mrs.
Samuel Sinnott May 21. If stormy it
will meet at the Hall the following
Monday night, May 28.- Everybody
come.
The Great Moral Dime Show given for
the benefit of the Farmer’s Club last
Friday evening was a decided success.
Many people gathered nearly filling the
hall.
Act I was an exercise which con*
sisted of a company of eight girls and
six boys as follows:—Misses Ruth Pea
body as Sister Kesiah; Florence Arnold
and Mabel Murch, the Grecian maids;
Abbie Meserve and Lillian Eldridge, the
double headed woma; Mary S. Twambly,
the Turkish maid; Carrie Wells, the
mermaid, and little Elizabeth Sawyer
th» Dwarf who weighed but 4 3 4 lbs at
49 years of age.
Ernest Barney, the blind artist; Mr.
Samuel Siunott, the African Dwarf;
Frank Miller or Daniel McGinty, who
had lived in the bottom of the sea.
Ernest Smith, the noted glass eater,
Ralph Smith the petrified boy and
Frank Lombard, who was Kesiah’s as
sistant. During the play be went
among the audience selling peanuts, at
the same time amusing the company by
his awkardness and cries.
A duet sung by Ernest Barney and
Frank Miller as the hobo twins, met
with much applause.
Congratulations are due Miss Ruth
Peabody for the manner in which she
delivered her part. Every word could
be distinctly understood by all, and she
was in every way suited for the part
assigned.
Act II consisted of Miss Grace Jeffery,
a snake charmer, who performed with
much ability, Miss Abbie Meserve,
represented the big fat woman who
weighed 999 lbs.
Miss Lillian Eldridge, the strong
woman who lifted 2000 lbs with one
hand. Ernest Smith, the wonderful
tight rope walker of the age.
At the close of the entertainment, all
descended to -the room below, where
there was an abundance of ice cream
served.
A check for $10.00 was received from
Mrs. George Parsons to add to the
proceeds received, making a sum of
$47.85 less expenses.
Too Much to Ask.

__A4ra.veier in the highlands observed
While at a tavern in a small village a
Very beautiful collie. At his request:
the owner was pointed out to him, and;
he asked the man what he would take!
for the dog.
“Ye’ll be taking him to America?”1
the Scot asked cautiously.
“Certainly, if you sell him to me.”
“I no coul’ part wie Rob,” the dog’s1
owner then said emphatically. “I’mj
muckle fond-like o’ him/’ And liberalI
offers were no inducement;
To his astonishment, the traveler,
later saw the dog sold to a drover for,
half what he had offered and after thet
drover had disappeared requested an’
explanation. “You said that you could‘
not sell him,” he remarked.
A twinkle came into the highlander’s1
eyes.
.
“No; I didna say I’d no sell him. I
said I couldna part wie him,” he said.
“Bob’ll be hame In two or three days1
fra noo, but I couldna ask him to swim1
across the ocean. Na; that woul’ b«
too muckle to ask.”—Harper’s Weekly.

At the annual reorganizing of the
Second Methodist Church Sunday school
last Sunday the following officers were
elected:—Mrs. Mary E. Holland, supt.;
U. A. Caine, assistant; Carl W. Water
house, librarian; Mrs. Sarah J. Noble,
sec., Mrs. ZeraE. Jones, treas.; Miss Luella Hatch, organist. There have been
thirty-eight sessions of the school the
past year.
Wm. Ross, a prominent and widely
known farmer of Alewive, died at the
home of his nephew, Wm. H. Emmons,
Pew» That Carry a Vote.
Saturday night, after a lingering illness
The parish church of Chertsey pos
sesses a curious anomaly. Ithas sev
of heart trouble.
eral pews in its gallery which ar«
bought and sold by auction, just like a
Kennebunk Beach
table or a chair, and these pews give
their owners for the time being a legal
Chas. Emerson of Boston has come to right to vote at parliamentary elections
In the division. Moreover, the owners
his cottage for the season.
of the pews have to pay the poor rat«
Harry Dulley and family of Portland of £2 a year into the bargain, a privi
are visiting Mrs. Dulley’s parents, Mr. lege they are not so eager to use as th«
and Mrs. Warren Barney.
former one. Many years ago the church
Grace Moulton spent last Thursday in wardens of Chertsey were at their wit«’
end in order to raise money for th« res
Biddeford.
toration and repair of the sacred, edi
The sick people are slqwlv improving. fice, and they could find no solution to
the question until some parishioners
*
suggested that they should sell the gal
Kennebunkport
lery pews to the highest bidder. They
accepted the idea and obtained a spe
Mr. Bogart will bpen his cottage May cial act of parliament allowing them to
do thlss and also giving the privilege of
12th.
a parliamentary vot«.—London Specta
B. J. Whitcomb, the photographer, is tor.
building a beautiful studio here this
season.
. A Gallery of Forgeries.
Paris possesses a very fine gallery of
Mr. Chas. Ward is to build a steam modern masters, largely of the Barboat the keel of which is to be 145 feet bizon school, not one of which is genu
in length.
ine. It is to the painter Harplgnies
Wilbur Gooch, son of J. H. Gooch that France is indebted for this queer
collection , of the spurious. Passing
died last Sunday afternoon and was through
the Rue de Vauglrard one day,
buried Tuesday. His age was about 12 his eye caught some canvases in a
years.
window. They were all signed by
J. Shuffleberg will use the lower part prominent names, including his own,
of bis store this season instead of rent and every signature was forged. Pass
ing it as heretofore. The same will be ing inside, the list became more exten
and the painter found himself in
stocked with/a full line of general gro sive,
the presence of false Corots, Diazes,
ceries. Two or more parties are anxious Daubigny», Lancrets, Isabeys, Neu*
to secure the upper rooms.
villes and even English Turners. Th«
E. Scott Campbell will run the gift revelation of his own identity enabled
shop this season as usual. We under Harplgnies to become possessed of this
stand tne new place which he is fitting collection for something less than the
up will be for dressmaking and millinery proverbial old song, and it may now
be inspected by those interested in
and will be in charge of Boston parties. such matters at the state furniture de
The Colonial Inn, which was recently pot, where it is preserved as a kind of
sold to Wm'. Sawyer will be run in con high water mark in sophistication.
nection with the A. S. L. R. R.
An Arabian Legend.
Mrs. Jones will open her cottage May
The Arabians had a tradition that
20th. She has built on an addition of when the devil started forth from his
three rooms. She owns two other cot- own place to the garden of Eden h«

was too lazy to walk and begged all
the animals, one after^another, to car
ry him. All refused except .the ser
pent, which was then a quadruped and
the most beautiful of all beasts. Yield
ing to the entreaties of Satan,.the ser
pent took up the devil on its back and
carried him the rest of the way, no
one knows how far, and after the con
sequences of the devil’s entry into the
garden became apparent the angels
were commanded to look up the ser
pent and punish it, so Michael cut off
its legs, and it was doomed hence
forth to travel about as best it could
flat on the ground.

THE BARGAIN STORE

Umbrellas
49c, 75c, 98c
each

EVERETT M. STAPLES

Umbrellas I
$1.50 to $7.00
eaoh

106 Main Street, BIDDEFORD

Raincoat Clearance

Lynch Law.

In an article in Law Notes on “The
Origin of the Term ‘Lynch Law’ ” men
tion was made of the fact that former
ly the term “Lydford law” was used
In the same sense in England. A North
Carolina judge in a recent case quoted
the following lines:
X oft have heard of Lydford law—
How In the mom they hang and draw
And «It In judgment after.

They seem to show the existence of
a similar summary punishment in Eng
land.
Unconscious Sarcasm.

, A Scotch visitor to the Carlyles, in
Cheyne row, was much struck with
the sound proof room which the sage
had contrived for himself in the attic,
lighted from the top, and where no
sight or sound from outside could pen
etrate. “My certes, this is fine!” cried
the old friend, with unconscious sar
casm. “Here ye may write and study
all the rest of your life and no human
being be one bit the wiser.”
Joining the Hunt.

Mrs. Impecunious—Here’s a man su
ing for divorce because his wife goes
through his pockets. What would you
do, John, dear, if you woke up tonight
and found me at your pockets? Mr.
Impecunious—Get up and help you
look.—Woman’s Home Companion.
Reason For Gratitude.

“So you’re friendly with Cranker, are
you? Why, he tells me that he won’t
have a thing to do with you.”
“That’s just why I feel kindly to
ward the old crab.”
Uncomfortable.

All Our Raincoats to Close in Two Lots!
(These prices for this week only)

LOT i. Raincoats formerly sold at
$i0.00 and $12.50, a little out of
style, but good, solid materials.
This week 0
$4.98

LOT 2. Extra quality Raincoats,
formerly sold for $12.50 to $17.50
A rare opportunity to get one, |
as we shall sell them (t— QQ
this week for
/•
j

G. Austin Day,Mgr. Leroy C. Nason, Treas.

, For Sale

COLONIAL ORCHESTRA

A newly covered ex
press wagon, also
piano box buggy.
Apply to
J. W.. LAKE,
Kennebunkbort, Me.

Dr

Mazenne s

English Cure

First-class music furnished for all
occasions
Address all communications to the
Manager, Kennebunk, Maine

AT ALFRED
You can see a fine Granite
Monument for
$150.00
A good marble tablet for
$20.00
Our salesman will gladly
call on you with samples if you
write us.

“She didn’t speak to her husband for
FOR
six months.”
Cold in the Head, Catarrfrand Asthma
•‘My, It must have been very uncom It instantly kills the germs, allays all in
fortable!”
flammation, clears the head, throat and lunj
takes away headache and in a little time i •e“Yes—for her.”
moves-^v.e?y trace-of the disease. For sale ai id ALFRED,

REEVES & LINSCOTT
-

-

-

He who can suppress a moment’s an

sorrow for himself and another.—Suc
ce» Magazine.
Bchoes and Architects.

“It is possible to make echoes,” said
an architect. “It is, indeed, easier to
make than to destroy them. In the
past men built their great temples and
cathedrals with no thought of acoustics; hence when thè preacher preached
echoes rolled freely amid the groinings
of the roof, down the rows of sculptured columns and round and round
the nave. With wires strung here and
with tapestries spread there, many of
the echoes of the old world buildings
bave been obliterated. There are echo
experts—builders acquainted with ther
science of acoustics whose specialty is
echoes’ destruction. Sometimes their
tasks are hard. Today an architect
takes thought of the echo. His build
ing is constructed so as to exclude this
Intruder. And, knowing how to exelude it, he knows how to welcome it
also. I have frequently In landscape
work put up summer houses and arranged rocks so as to create an echo
there.”—Exchange.
VTogwinar.

Flogging, in public and otherwise, Is
not of mediaeval origin. In the middle
ages ridicule and not physical suffering
was the means employed for the cor
rection of wrongdoing; hence the pil
lory, the stocks and the thewe—a chair
suspended high over the heads of the
crowd, in which women, generally
scolds, were brought to a sweet rea
sonableness—but the whipping post be
longs to the Tudor age. The Eliza
bethan servant question was met by
flogging girls for Idleness on Sunday

Price: 30c and 50c per Jar.
A cure is guaranteed

Reckoning, The
Sage Brush Parson, The
Scientific American Reference Book
Starvecrow Farm
Charles Sumner, Works of
Triumph’s of Eugene Valmont, The
Voltaire, Life of
Young Section Hand

Having secured the services
of W. F. BRIAN of Portland,
Maine, formerly with Loring,
Short & Harmon, I am pre

pared to do Paper Hanging
in a first-class, manner.
House, Sign and Carriage
Painting.
Garden Street

Call and enter the Six Months Contest
-AT—

MAINE

KENNEBUNK,

morning. But it was In the Hanove
rian period that flogging was carried
L. V. GUERTIN
to excess. As late as 1804 six women
were publicly flogged in Gloucester,
CASH GROCERY
JEWELER
England, because they had been found
begging.
2d Door From P. O.
GROVE ST. 162 Main Street,
Biddeford, Me.

W. S. Littlefield. & Co.’s

European Jin Jitau.

A French teacher of boxing points
out that an art of self defense approx
imately equivalent to jiu jitsu was
known in Europe In the seventeenth
century. Its principles are expounded
in a work by one Nicolas Peters, pub
lished at Amsterdam in 1674 and bear
ing the lengthy explanatory title: “The
art of wrestling and how one can pro
tect oneself in all kinds of quarrels
that may occur; how one can with agil
ity and rapidity repel all unfair' at
tacks and meet one’s adversary with
science.” The work is illustrated. The
author apparently anticipated many of
the characteristic grips of the Japanese exponents of today.
An IslAnd City.

Greater New York consists of fortyfive islands. It might be called the Is
land City. Read the names of some of
the larger: Manhattan Island, Long Is
land, Staten Island, Hart’s Island, City
Island, Riker’s Island, North Brother
Island, South Island, Blackwell’s Is
land, Randall’s Island, Ward’s Island,
Berrian’s Island, Governors Island,
Barren Island and Coney Island. _ Many
small ones in Jamaica bay have large
names. One inland island, Marble
Hill, near Kingsbridge, has been made
by the government channel cut through
on the Harlem river improvements.

New Books Recently Added to Public Library
Boy Pathfinders, The
Brown of Monkden
California, In and Out of the Old Mis:
sions
Coleridge’s Table Talk and Omniana
College Man and College Woman
Culture and Anarchy, and Friensbips
Garland
Dan Monroe
Deluge, The
Field, Eugene, 2 vols.
Girl from Tim’s Place
Hearts and Creed?
In Old Bellaire
Jungle. The
Lady Baltimore
Literary Masters
North America, Discovery and 'Coloniz
ation
Northerner, The
On the Field of Glory
Orchids, Our Native, in North East U. S.
Pardoner’s Wallet, The
Plant Life. New Creations in
Princess Priscilla’ Fortnight, The

DeKK

MAINE

recommended by J. W. BOWHQIN.^ Rharroa^j 1st

ger may by so doing prevent a day of

DEDDVI, Painter
Thc

W. C. Sprague
H. Strang

E-5-41
E-5-43

G. W. James

H-2-18
H-7-29
H-7-25

Wm. De Witt Hvde

Matthew Arnold
W. O. Stoddard
D. G. Phillips
S. Thompson
C. C. Munn
Anna C. Ray
Mary Dillon
Upton Sinclair
Qj Wister
L. H Vincent

H 2 17
E-5-40
H-5-52
H-7-26, H-7-27
H-5-49
H-5-53
H-5-54
H 5-58
H-5-56
H-l-28

Kennebunk

Hospital For Watches

Boston & Maine Railroad

Subscribe Now!

WINTER ARRANGEHENT.
In Effect Oct. 9 1905.
WESTERN DIVISION.
TRAINS LEAVE KENNEBUNK

For Boston, Lowell, Lawrence, Haverhill,
Exeter, North Berwick, Somersworth and Dov
er-at 7.50 and 9.3> a. m.; 1.18, 4.24, p. m.
For Dover and way Stations, 7.00 p. m.
The train at 9.39 a. m. and 1.18 p. m. will make
connection with the Eastern Division at North
Berwick.
For Old Orchard and Portland, at 7.15, 9.15,
10.56,11.12 a. m.; 1.30,4.01, 7.00 p. m.
For Kennebunkport, at 8.15,9.40, 11.15, a. m,;
4.25, 'an d 7,02 p. m.
SUNDAYS.
For Boston and intermediate stations, at
1.46, ,4 08, and 6.34 p. m.
For Portland, at 11.34 a. m.
D. J. FLANDERS,
' Gen. Pass, and Ticket A gen

ICE
CREAM
J. W. BOWDOIN
Registered Druggist

E Kennebunk***Kennebunkport I

I Dress
■ Your
Feet

W—

1906 DESIGNS

O. L.

> Marble and Granite Works.
We haye on hand a specially
large assortment of

Pair
of our
PATENT
LEATHER
SHOES
■ for
Declaration
Day

I
I

John Fiske
H-7-31
N. Davis
H-546
^>H. Sienkiewicz
H-5-47
W. H. Gibson
H-7-32
S. McC. Crothers
H-7-30
N. S. Harwood
H-7-33
Author of Elizabeth and Her
German Garden
H-5-55
R. W. Chambers
H-5-50
A. BrWard
H-5-48
1-2-23
S. J Weyman
H-fr-51
H-7-10 to H-7-24 X
Robert Barr
H-5-47
S. G. Tallen tyre
H-2 19
Burton E. Stevenson
E-5-42

Single and Double
Tablets ♦
of original and modern pattet ns
also a good selection of

Monuments.
We sell on the installment plan to
those desiring. We endeavor to do
work promptly and in a satisfactory
manner.
About flarch 1st I shall have In
my store one of the largest lines of
Single and double tablets to select
from that can be found in York
county.
226 MAIN STREET.
Near cor. Elm and Main Sts., between
New Masonic and St. John’s Blocks
Biddeford.

IP. RAINO
I Kennebunk, Maine |
Odd Fellows’ Blk.

Alien’s

■

DINAN
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN

to Main Street

Biddeford, Me.

